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performance test

CEN Colossus XT
CEN is back with a massive, mighty monster

text & photos by Kevin HetmansKi

 1/7 scale  | 4WD | Monster truck | rtr

CEN Racing has been an OEM (original equipment manufacturer) for more than 
15 years, and seasoned RC enthusiasts will recall the lineup of models CeN offered under its 
own name. Now CeN Racing is back with a new owner, research and development team, and 

manufacturing facilities. CeN is focused on taking the brand to the next level by improving the 
design, quality, and innovation, and the brand’s comeback machine is the Colossus xt. this 

massive 1/7-scale monster truck is ready to party with massive 25mm-diameter shocks, hob-
bywing and savox electronics, and a simple dual-plate design that put a premium on durability. 
the guys at CeN told me that they’ve been beating the living daylights out of the Colossus and 

it keeps coming back for more. I can’t wait to try it out myself. 
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Item no.: 9519
Scale: 1/8
Price: $650
Length: 29.5 in. (750mm)
Width: 18.8 in. (480mm)
Wheelbase: 18.7 in. (475mm)
Height: 12.3 in. (312mm)
Weight (as tested): 15 lb. 8oz. (7000g) 

Chassis
Type: Twin vertical-plate
Material: 3mm thick aluminum

suspension
Type (F/R): Lower H-arm with adjustable upper link
Shock positions, towers (F/R): 4/4
Shock positions, arms (F/R): 4/4
Camber-link positions, towers (F/R): 1/1
Camber-link positions, hubs (F/R): 1/1

shoCks
Bodies: Threaded aluminum
Shafts: 4mm hardened steel
Volume compensation: Emulsion 

Drivetrain
Type: Shaft-driven 4WD
Differentials (F/C/R): Bevel gear
Driveshafts (F/R): CV-style
Bearings: Rubber-sealed

BoDy, Wheels & tires
Body: Generic truck painted
Wheels: Black chrome multispoke
Tires & inserts: Aggressive all-terrain with foam insert

eleCtroniCs (inCluDeD)
Radio: Skyion MOD-3S 2.4GHz
Receiver: Skyion G82191
Speed control: Hobbywing 150-amp
Motor: 1450Kv brushless
Servo: 185 oz./in. high-torque digital metal gear

Battery: Rage R/C 11.1V 3S 5200mAh 30C LiPo Soft Case

vehicle specs

test gear (not included)
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Dual VerTiCal-PlaTe Chassis
Dual vertical-plate chassis are showing up more and more in the world of RC because they 
are fairly lightweight and very stiff. Each plate is made up of 3mm-thick aluminum, and a lot of 
material has been removed to reduce weight and enhance their look. The transmission, radio 
tray, and battery plate add stiffness in the center and keep the plates from bowing in or out. The 
molded radio tray is mounted in the front of the chassis, and it’s home to the steering servo, 
speed control, and receiver box. A flat molded plastic plate is used to secure the batteries, and 
that can be found in the back of the truck. Dual Velcro straps hold down the battery, tabs keep 
them from moving from side to side, and a stop at the rear of the tray and transmission keep 
them from moving front to back. A large molded plastic handle in the center gives you something 
to grab onto, and it supports the roof of the body. Front and rear protection comes by way of 
extended bumper and aluminum skidplates on the bottom. 

The twin vertical-plate chassis 
that the Colossus uses provides 
a strong backbone and gives 
plenty of room for the electron-
ics onboard. You also get a lot of 
center ground clearance.

hobbywing high-VolTage Power
These days, if you’re selling a big monster truck, it better have 
big power on tap—and the Colossus doesn’t disappoint. The 
brushless speed control features thick 12-gauge wire, and you 
can adjust functions such as running mode, drag-brake force, 
low-voltage-cutoff threshold, start mode, and max brake force, 
and that can be done with the small button next to the on/off  
switch; however, you can also alter speed-control settings 
through a Hobbywing control box or Wi-Fi module. You also get 
heavy-duty XT90 connectors for the batteries and a brushless 
fan to keep the speed control cool at all times. The brushless 
motor connected to the speed control is a 1/8-scale 1450Kv 
unit. The case has fins that increase its surface area, and that 
helps keep operating temps down. The motor mount is drilled 
and tapped, so you can install a brushless fan to further reduce 
the temperature of the motor. 

all-MeTal DriVeTrain
The center gearbox is a completely sealed unit, and inside you’ll 
find a 2.67-inch-diameter steel spur gear, which is attached 
to a differential. It takes the removal of four screws to take off 
the bottom cover on the housing and gain access to the center 
diff. The motor mount includes an aluminum housing that adds 
support and helps with the dissipation of heat from the motor. 
The differential housings use an all-metal multipiece design 
and thick grease to control their action. Long front and rear 
dogbones connect the center differentials to the diffs in the 
front and rear housings, while rebuildable universals are used 
on all four corners. 

The 25mm 
aluminum shocks 
are enormous 
and use screw-
capped bleeder 
holes, making it 
easy to get the oil 
fill just right. The 
factory-built job 
was well done on 
our test truck.

CEN keeps it simple in the 
suspension department, 

with a tried-and-true  
C-hub and steering knuckle 

arrangement. All four 
corners get the same parts, 
which means rear toe is set 

by adjustable links.

The speed control is a 1/8-scale 
unit capable of handling up to 
6S power, and it’s coupled with 
a 1450Kv brushless motor. 
Changes to the settings on 
the speed control can be done 
through the small button on 
the switch or with a Hobbywing 
control box or Wi-Fi module.

long-TraVel C-hub susPension
The Colossus uses a lower H-arm with adjustable upper-link-

type suspension in the front and rear of the truck. Turnbuckles 
are used in the upper arms to adjust camber, and they use a 

hole in the center instead of a hex to make the adjustment. This 
makes it a little harder to make camber adjustments because 

the hole isn’t always accessible depending on its location. At 
the ends of the arms and links are heavy-duty hub carriers 

and hubs. Rear toe is locked in with two large-diameter steel 
turnbuckles, while front toe uses smaller steel turnbuckles 

to do the job. Four large, 20mm-diameter aluminum shocks, 
which feature threaded bodies for ride-height adjustment 

and bladders, are used for oil displacement when the shafts 
are compressed. There are many shock locations on the 

suspension arms and shock towers for fine-tuning of the 
truck’s suspension. 

The Colossus features a triple-
gear-diff drivetrain, and the 
housings are all-metal units. 
Grease comes in them from the 
factory, but it can be removed 
and replaced with silicone fluid if 
you choose to do any tuning.
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Final Word
The CEN Colossus is a great-looking truck, with a lot of nice features that anyone would be 
happy with. I like the sealed center-diff housing, the tires have great grip, the look of the 
truck is really nice, and the list goes on. I would like to see the damping stiffened up a little 
bit to help with the chassis slaps off larger jumps. Overall, CEN has done a great job with the 
Colossus XT, and it’s a big improvement from what we are used to seeing from the company. I 
really like the new direction that it’s taking, and I’m looking forward to seeing what’s next.  ✇

SOuRCES
CEN cenracing.com
Rage ragerc.com

behinD The wheel
When the Colossus arrived, I was impressed with its 
large size when I opened the box, but I was concerned 
that it would be very heavy. As I pulled it out of the box, I 
couldn’t believe how light it turned out to be; although it 
didn’t have the batteries in it, it is still pretty light when 
compared to other smaller trucks that I have tested. 
With excitement, I installed the two Rage RC 3s battery 
packs, and after a pop from the connectors, the Colossus 
was ready to go. I took it easy at first to make sure that 
the trims were good, the steering worked, and so on. 
the speed control had a good feel, and the motor had 
minimal cogging at low speeds, which is pretty good for a 
sensorless motor. everything checked out, and I was able 
to switch over to basher mode and get on the throttle. 
Instead of exploding off the line in a shower of dirt or 
an outta-control wheelie, the Colossus lit up the tires 
less aggressively and rolled into full throttle. the speed 
control’s punch is set for “Level 1”—the lowest setting (the 
max is 9)—and that makes the throttle feel less like an  
on/off switch and improves control. If you want more 
punch, just dial it up at the speed control. even with the 
soft punch setting, there was enough torque when the 
speed control kicked in to pull the front tires off the 
ground, and the wheelie was easy to control thanks to 
the truck’s long wheelbase. braking is strong, and I had 
no problems getting the Colossus slowed down no matter 
how fast I was going. If you do want more braking force, 
you can dial in more; the factory setting is 50 percent, so 
there’s plenty more stopping power on tap. you can also 
add drag brake if you like. bombing across my bash spot 
was a blast, and the suspension works hard to maintain 
a level attitude. Jumping the Colossus is a lot of fun, and 
again it’s long wheelbase adds stability. Damping is well 
tuned for rough ground and most jumps, but really big air 
(like a bMx track or skatepark session) can bottom out 
the suspension; move up to thicker shock fluid if that’s 
your jam. I took the Colossus over to the street for some 
speed runs, and getting it up to speed was pretty easy. 
I closed out my day of testing with speed runs, and the 
Colossus can really get its 15.5-pound bulk moving. It 
reaches 47.5mph quickly, and if you’ve got the room to 
stay in the trigger to fully wind it out, it should hit 50mph.

+
Lots of power

Stable long-wheelbase 
platform

Massive size

-
Damping is light for  

big-air action

Hole-style turnbuckles

It’s basic RTR stuff in the 
transmitter department. 

But unlike most other 
budget radios, all of the 
radio’s adjustments are 

made via digital switches 
instead of analog dials. 

Fans of CEN’s Genesis 
monster truck will rec-
ognize the Colossus’ 
super-sized 5-inch 
wheels and tires. The 
chevron-style tread has 
a lot more tread bars 
than this design typi-
cally offers, and foam 
inserts support the 
soft rubber. Hex size is 
unique to CEN, and it’s 
huge: 23mm!


